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	The first all-in-one reference for the beet-sugar industry

	

	Beet-Sugar Handbook is a practical and concise reference for technologists, chemists, farmers, and research personnel involved with the beet-sugar industry. It covers:

	* Basics of beet-sugar technology

	* Sugarbeet farming

	* Sugarbeet processing

	* Laboratory methods of analysis

	

	The book also includes technologies that improve the operation and profitability of the beet-sugar factories, such as:

	* Juice-softening process

	* Molasses-softening process

	* Molasses-desugaring process

	* Refining cane-raw sugar in a beet-sugar factory

	

	The book ends with a review of the following:

	* Environmental concerns of a beet-sugar factory

	* Basics of science related to sugar technology

	* Related tables for use in calculations

	

	Written in a conversational, engaging style, the book is user friendly and practical in its presentation of relevant scientific and mathematical concepts for readers without a significant background in these areas. For ease of use, the book highlights important notes, defines technical terms, and presents units in both metric and British systems. Operating problem-solving related to all stations of sugarbeet processing, frequent practical examples, and given material/energy balances are other special features of this book.
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Sales Presentation Techniques: That Really WorkAdams Media, 2007

	"Sales Presentation Techniques (That Really Work!)" discusses the role of presentations in today's sales model, and advises salespeople when to go for the flashy presentation, and when to keep it simple and straightforward. Sales guru Stephan Schiffman explains the dos and don'ts of PowerPoint, and how to prepare for any...
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Limits, Series, and Fractional Part Integrals: Problems in Mathematical Analysis (Problem Books in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	This book features challenging problems of classical analysis that invite the reader to explore a host of strategies and tools used for solving problems of modern topics in real analysis. This volume offers an unusual collection of problems — many of them original — specializing in three topics of mathematical analysis: limits,...
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Nanotechnology in Biology and Medicine: Methods, Devices, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2007

	The combination of biology and nanotechnology has led to a new generation of nanodevices that make it possible to characterize the chemical, mechanical, and other molecular properties, as well as discover novel phenomena and biological processes occurring at the molecular level. These advances provide science with a wide range of tools for...
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Introduction to Computational Biology: An Evolutionary ApproachBirkhauser, 2006
In 1982, the first release of the GenBank sequence database contained 601,438 residues. By 2005, this number had grown beyond and continues to increase exponentially. Far from regarding this as “information overload”, we believe the free availability of so much precise and fundamental data on the ultimate constituents of life to be the...
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Paradoxes from A to ZRoutledge, 2007
This essential guide to paradoxes takes the reader on a lively tour of puzzles  that have taxed thinkers from Zeno to Galileo and Lewis Carroll to Bertrand  Russell. Michael Clark uncovers an array of conundrums, such as Achilles and the  Tortoise, Theseus' Ship, Hempel's Raven, and the Prisoners' Dilemma, taking in  subjects as diverse as...
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Learning Mambo: A Step-by-Step Tutorial to Building Your WebsitePackt Publishing, 2006
A well-structured and example-rich tutorial to creating websites using Mambo that is perfect for new Mambo users needing a clear a reassuring guide to this simple and yet powerful PHP and MySQL-based Open Source website content management system.  Mambo is a mature and fully featured open-source Content Management System (CMS). Mambo is easy to use...
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